
Nuclear Operating Company

South Te.as Proect Electric Generaing Station P. Box 289 Wadsworth. Texas 77483 -

February 22, 2010
U7-C-STP-NRC- 100044

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

South Texas Project
Units 3 and 4

Docket Nos. 52-012 and 52-013
Response to Requests for Additional Information

Attached are responses to NRC staff questions included in Request for Additional Information
(RAI) letter numbers 232, 239, and 314 related to Combined License Application (COLA) Part 2,
Tier 2, Section 4.4 and Appendices 6C and 15A. This completes the response to these letters.
The attachments address the responses RAI questions listed below:

RAI 04.04-3 Supplement
RAI 06.02.02-11 Supplement 2
RAI 15.08-3

The COLA changes provided in these responses will be incorporated in the next routihe revision
of the COLA following NRC acceptance of the RAI response.

There are no commitments in this letter.

If you have any questions regarding these responses, please contact me at (361) 972-7136, or
Bill Mookhoek at (361) 972-7274.

STI 32616047.
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on -Z.- tI/

Scott Head
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
South Texas Project Units 3 & 4

jet

Attachments:

1. RAI 04.04-3 Supplement

2. RAI 06.02.02-11 Supplement 2

3. RAI 15.08-3
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cc: w/o attachment except*
(paper copy)

Director, Office of New Reactors
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852-2738

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, Texas 76011-8064

Kathy C. Perkins, RN, MBA
Assistant Commissioner
Division for Regulatory Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

Alice Hamilton Rogers, P.E.
Inspections Unit Manager
Texas Department of Health Services
P. 0. Box 149347
Austin, Texas 78714-9347

C. M. Canady
City of Austin
Electric Utility Department
721 Barton Springs Road
Austin, TX 78704

*Steven P. Frantz, Esquire

A. H. Gutterman, Esquire
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
1111 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington D.C. 20004

*George F. Wunder
*Paul Kallan
*Adrian Muniz

Two White Flint North
11545 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

(electronic copy)

*George F. Wunder
*Paul Kallan
* Adrian Muniz

Loren R. Plisco
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Steve Winn
Joseph Kiwak
Eli Smith
Nuclear Innovation North America

Jon C. Wood, Esquire
Cox Smith Matthews

J. J. Nesrsta
Kevin Pollo
L. D. Blaylock
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RAI 04.04-3 Supplement:

QUESTION:

In response to RAI 06.02.02-2, STPNOC in their letter dated Sept 28, 2009 (U7-C-STP-NRC-
090141) agreed for a COL license condition to submit an evaluation as part of the license
amendment confirming that the fuel for the initial fuel load satisfies the downstream effects of
containment debris on the reactor fuel. The acceptance criteria specified in the response are not
sufficient.

a) Provide verifiable criteria for the fuel testing. Revise FSAR Section 4.4 to include the
details of the acceptance criteria.

b) Confirm that the protective coatings debris characteristics for fuel assembly tests will be
consistent with the NRC guidance for operating PWRs (NRC Staff Review Guidance
Regarding Generic Letter 2004-02 Closure in the Area of Coatings Evaluation, March
2008, ADAMS Accession No. ML080230462.) For example, if a filtering bed is possible
on fuel assembly openings, then fine particles representing coatings debris would be
included in the debris load. In addition, show how the test requirements will be included
in the application (e.g., license condition wording).

RESPONSE:

This 'supplemental response to RAI 04.04-3 provides the missing bracketed information as well
as the five figures that were referenced in the original RAI response provided in STPNOC letter
U7-C-STP-NRC-100015, dated January 18, 2010. The response below replaces the original
response in its entirety.'

a) The acceptance criteria for the downstream fuel effectsktesting will ensure that the pressure
drop across the fuel assembly inlet is less than a value determined through analysis to provide
adequate long term core cooling. This acceptance criterion is a pressure drop across the fuel
assembly inlet corrected for flow rate as discussed in the RAI response below.

Appendix 6C and Section 4.4 will be revised as shown in the following COLA markup to
describe the details of the acceptance criteria.

b) The protective coatings that will be used in the downstream fuel effects test will be consistent
with NRC guidance in the Utility Resolution Guideline (URG), that is, 85 lbs of qualified
coatings. (See Response to RAI 06.02.02-8 for additional information on the basis for 85 lbs.)
Unlike the URG debris size guidance, the coatings will be assumed to be entirely fine particles
so that all coating debris is conservatively assumed to pass through the Emergency Core Cooling
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System (ECCS) strainers and reach the fuel assembly. The amount and characteristics of all
constituents of the debris are discussed below.

The calculation for determining the acceptance criteria for the downstream fuel effects test has
been completed. This calculation, which includes the clad debris fouling factor, is available for
audit by the NRC at its convenience. As noted in the previous response, this supplemental
response also includes a bounding estimate for Reflective Metal Insulation (RMI) as well as the
results of a calculation of the maximum surface area of "latent aluminum" that could be in the
suppression pool and not form chemical precipitates. The "latent aluminum" calculation is
discussed in the response to RAI 06.02.02-11 Supplement 2.

STPNOC has not taken any departure from the design of the fuel as specified in the reference
ABWR Design Control Document (DCD). STPNOC-'has taken a departure (STD DEP 6C-1)
with respect to the ECCS suction strainers in the wetwell of the containment suppression pool.
This departure replaces the stacked disk suction strainers in the DCD with state-of-the-art
cassette-type suction strainers with a larger strainer surface area and includes prohibiting the use
of fibrous material in the primary containment. This limits the amount of fiber entering the
ECCS to a very small quantity of "latent fiber". Therefore, the departure will have the effect of
improving the performance of the fuel with respect to downstream fuel effects.

Nevertheless, STPNOC will agree to a COL license condition, stating that at least 18 months
prior to fuel load, an evaluation will be submitted to the NRC as part of a license amendment
request confirming that the fuel for the initial fuel load satisfies the acceptance criteria related to
the downstream effects of containment debris on the reactor-fuel. The STP 3 & 4 design unique
testing will be performed to confirm that downstream effects will not impair the ability to
provide adequate flow to proyide long term cooling for the fuel. Acceptance criteria for this
testing will ensure adequate flow rate through the core region to cool the fuel for an extended
period of time post-LOCA. The proposed wording for this license condition is provided at the
end of this RAI response.

It is important to note that, even without the fuel testing that will be performed as part of this
license condition, the ABWR design as applied to STP 3 & 4 provides reasonable assurance that
downstream effects as a result of debris bypassing the ECCS suction strainers will not have a
deleterious effect on the fuel. The basis for this assurance is discussed in the following COLA
markups with gray shading showing the changes:
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6C. 3.1 Downstream and Chemical Effects Discussion

6C.3.1.1 Latent Debris Generaition

6C.3.1.2 LOCA-Generated Debris
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strainers whilc have a maximum 2. .1/2 inch holesi ze. FUrthermore, the use of fibrous
anldcalcium silicate materials in the STP 3 rrqyioi~iiin is prohibited.

1-*.3 C he-m-icaI -E--ffec-t-s Djebiris

The $TP 3 4 containiment will-notciontain reactive mateials suLph ais ailuthinum, phosphates,. ~oi-
calcium silicate. Ini addition, the STP 3 & 4 Suppression Pool Cleanliness proram (Subsection
6:2.i.7.1) ensures that quantities of latent debris, which might; include alum or fiber, are

kept to a minilmum. A solubility calculation indicates that.4.5 sqiuareet ofla t a,1Iimi1u
Would have to be present in the suppression pool to form aluminim precipitatCs U oider buiCg
,conditions post-LOCA. Ensuring that there is less than 4.5 squarefe
withinithe capability ofthe condtainment cleanliness _pgr'aN•

Aýýdd-it~i-o-ia-ll-,'t-h-e-re i-s n6 ---xp~o-sd conf6i&-te inhsiWdethie66,con-t--airhn-ýttL, ite is coverd by stalitles~s
phosphates in the, suppression poole water to formncalclum'preclpl

Finally,since ther exposed, conrete there-iso potential to iformsilicon p
Similarly,eveiif the qualified coatings were tospfalpltherejs no re~ssion pool
water to form sodlum.silicate ,preciptate.

6C.3.!;.4 De ;Ti~-r~anspo•t

6C .5 SucionStrainer Design

iniaddition these mitigting featu the downstrea effets arreduced1 t1scti
str ainers themselves.-The strainers are designed ; to potect the ECS pump, sk, a f llow teto
fnction long-term after an accident.. Asa result.,, thedgn a sr• . de thai I 00%ý oftlhe CCS
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l iroute ugh them am.] filtered suchat pam 2 or larger are Captured by the
stai~.STP ___conforms t~o Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1*82

6C.3.1.6 Diversity of ECCS Delivery Locations to. the Core

h6 ABWR has diversification of ECCS delive pointswhich ....... educe thefconsequences
Mdownstreamblockage. Shoulde anyblockage occur inmthe lower corei regon. such as the fuel
filter, whichcouldlimithe effectiveness of systee s like RHt, the F wlllstlllbe effectlve at
provýIding cooling w~ater because it delivers watr throU~ghspargers located above the core.'

6C.3.1.7. Rela-ted Tests,
Regarulnig acceptance criteria for bokg o ml claac s, t noted1 that there should berqo

fiberdo%,nstream of the STP3&4Sui strainers because the only fiber potentially tijside
prfimary conainmntci (latent loose debfris) will not be degae dd rn h iebekadwl o

besmall enoC1ugh tpasthrough the~ 2.1minf diamneter holes in the CCI cassette-type suctton ,
strain+rs. Preliminary data from testiij conducted by Westinghouse (WEC) t6 resolve GSI 19 1
has not idemitied any coagulationopariculate debris until after fiber is introduced to the flow
stream . Herefore, blockage of small clarances'in downstream components is not likely. or tht
STP 3 S 4 ,downstream components.:The analysis of the effects of debri on downstream`

0 pomp+o s suchlas pumps, valves and heatexchafigers in PWRs was docuimented in WCA
16406, which was ipproved by the NRC. It is:expected that the analysis results which showed
ac e pertformance of these comp6 4rnt iýwil applyjto, BWRs due to similarity•in materials
and &learancs• s to the PWR components.,

6C.3.1.8• owanstream Fues Effece Teest

F~tein --afuel cyle, a t'afiefttf ieprfcirned toI erisiir' that debris bypasin'i
the suction staiers does not rimpair theflowto tohe core: The following discu"ss the.Lest :plan,
the s tiasi s pt- .tn s test.

'A e f ty is comprised ofa fuel ssembly mock-up, a pump, associated recirculation r
aid~ a m ixng tankto add te debris. Theftes~t is conductedwt .a~single fuel assembly, includin~
ai uildebr~i'sAfiltert afuuele ds.The
, +•+ L I a+ + e.+ I . 11 -I ý ý+ . ' +

M eodled. exai; theleth of the fbl is reduced.The fuel .. assembly is unheated.

The test iinitial con-dition-s are at aflow rate of 3.26 ,kg/secoid. and at atmiosphieric pre~ssure aid
ambient temperature The flow rate is representative of the flow atrecirculation conditions. The
atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature result in a viscosity that is conservative withl•
respect to pressure drop due to debris blockage The test is Iinitiated at clean conditions to I

establish a fow representative of post LOCA recirculation conditions. The flow is aljectd at th
fuel assembly inlet. Once a steady state has been established, the debris (described in 6C.3 .1:8.3)A
is added to the system. The fibrous debris is added first. The fiber isiadded slowly and in small,
amounts. Once all-the fibrous debris has been added the remainder of the is added. The,
particulate debris is added in such a way thatit does not caglndate.othe pressure drop across the
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inetan telýitire ffiel asscmbl\ ihtored. Inid Ft
is monitored.' ThIe tet Is rmiunti al1l debris has,ýeeh 'ep~ I
st6atepressuredr I or condition has beei achieved.

6C.,3.1.18.q'Analysis

6OC.3.1.8.2.1 Introduction

An analysis determines the acceptablelevel of blockage in the fuel by LeoA generated debris
which bypasses the EGCS shction strainer. This analysis ensures t h t!at core cooling
'per Criterien5of' ofi OCM0.46 is maintainedthe calculated:coretemperatureis imaintained at an
acceptably1 valueand deca heat is removedfor an extendedperied oftimerquirebd by" the
long-lived radioactivit remailning in the core. 'Theanalysis i:• perfOrmed'%with the LOCA ;mode
described ini WCAP-1 7 1 16 IReference 6C-10). Potentlal1deposition opatfclate debris on the "'
fuel and: its'im e heattransfer from thecladdi is alsoivuluatuat o,

fI'he'r-esultsomfthli a0na1Nysieused to deteinetha aceptance crltria l l or the downstream fuel
effects thto be perform at least 1l8a onthsp brtoinitial fuelload.

6C.3.1.8.2.2 Analysis Approach

Although the diversification of ECS deliverpoints (injection from the top of the core 'lth% e
High Pressure C ioreF and ijection e bythe0iE Pressure Core

CFloer and Reactor Core Isolation ing) blockage aith
fuI ass'effby fohati al tedbis is njected t'ron the~ bottorn of the

1core and thrfr.I cxpý,sd tothe fuel debris filter whichis the mo~st l'lkcly place for blockage
to' o 61,Li r

feedwater line (i.e'. the hreaik elevation)' 'At that point all •the exce~ss flow from 'the• Low Pressureý
dore Flooder (LPdF) or Reactor Core Isola'tion Cooling (RCIO. not injected into6 the corevwill
flow out through the break, The flow rate into the core is deipendent upon the natural circulation
head of colderiwater in the downcomer and the hotter water and two-phase mixture in the cre'
region As thecore inlet b t thecases. A steamg line breakbing

at a higher elevation, will produce a highel natural circulation flow and therefore is less limiting
than a feedwater line break for establishnmgthe pressure drop lim'itat the fuel inlet.

Fori# this analysis, the flow are atthe fuel inlet t blockage oftthe debrs filt'er.
'AlI bypass flow paths, except for the inter assembly • y•ass holes located in the-bottom4ransi'tonft
piece, are, also assumed tohe Hocked. The bypass'in thie botiom nozi.e. Is n•otlikely to 'be
'blocked due the large openng size (10.3 mm diameter) whichs sigifi reter than
strainer hole size (2.1 mm). 1fe reduced flow area'at the •orc Mlet dri. te ecore ilnet-flow
fate and increases t e inlet differentia!F pressure -(DP) The iinimum fibw area iS
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6C.3.1.8.2.3 Analysis Results
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%6C.3.1.8.3 Debris Assumptions for Downstream Test
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Debris Type Debris Assumed in.
Downstream Fuel
Effects Test

Coatings 0_0lbs.,

ýlujdge b26 b

Dust/Dirt 0.189ls.

Rust Flakes ~ 0.063 lbs.,

Stainless, N4 kiShards 7,8.-2 1, in

Latent Fier 0.218 in3

6C..19 uma ry,

1I1 , L] 11, 11' 4r here, i sreas ,(-nable asuac httedwsra effects ~of materialpassin
t~ll-Ugh'l he( suktio stanr wilntavreaffe~ct the fue~l or~otherbhcomponents ;This____
coiic~lusion is bie-pntelwoeta frgenerating debris in the ABWR, the tortuou ,s path;
oranydebristo enter the wetwell fromr}the-drywe 11 the cleanup provisions for the water in the,
ctwel. the low potential for chemical debris the small size of the holes in the suction straier

thiat filter out most debris,quarterly/per]odic surveillance of-HPCFR•R• and RCIC system s,
~which provides further assurance of the absence of debris which could affect their readiness fo ir
water injection capability, diversity of injection points for EGGS into the core ,and prelimninar
daa fromb PWR tetrslswihso ite.ipc nha osi the fuel ~region fronfý
particulate o ly4erl~l

Mtes&ýilibe performed on te fuel tobe used . .pnintitathat todceifis il
not adv"rsely affect the fuel.
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6C.6 References

6C•10 Wstinghouse BWR Mdl '............ 5 D - A lcatilon,
to the ABWR, WA~P- I 711 6-NP, Rev. 0,et~q-20.

4.4.6 Testing and Verification~

the testingt andyer•licationte"'h-iques to bused to assurethtihc iaed. d thermaaI
(I~ldalc(,ýi~ hrceifc, of the' Xo'e have been provi~ld, anti will, remain
1ýhmI'Cequired limiits throughowt o,,rej Lfetim(Ž cire~dlisusseldlin Chwptcr 1.4.1,

Ananalysis' is p erfonied etenninc fhIrequi1eICbo1ILg fo r 6afucl disselhb1y )StL ATS
analysiisL di.scu.ssed in App.en.dix 6(' andl isusecdto ceelopaceptjticc .... f i stream,•

fileffects tesýt performid pri-lrrto inta yl
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Figure 6C-2 Core Inlet Delta-P for Blocked and Unblocked Cases
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Figure 6C-3 Total Core Flow Rate for Blocked and Unblocked Cases
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Figure 6C-4a Void Fraction for Unblocked Case
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Figure 6C-4b Void Fraction for Blocked Case
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Figure 6C-5 Peak Clad Temperature for Blocked and Unblocked Cases
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PROPOSED LICENSE CONDITION

A downstream fuel effects test will be conducted and the results provided to the
NRC no later than 18 months prior to fuel load. The test plan, analysis basis, and debris
assumptions are described in Appendix 6C.3.1.8. The test procedure will be provided to the
NRC no later than 24 months prior to fuel load. The acceptance criteria for this test will be
a fuel assembly inlet steady-state pressure drop less than 5.076 psid.
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RAI 06.02.02-11 Supplement 2:

OUESTION:

Please discuss how the chemical effects evaluation for STP 3&4 was conservative with respect to
dissolution and precipitation over the full range of environmental conditions (e.g., pH and
temperature) that may exist over the 30-day ECCS mission time. For example, based on the
September 28, 2009, response to RAI 06.02.02-9, it appears dissolution testing was conducted
only in the pure water environment, but the dissolution rate of aluminum would likely increase
when the pH is raised with sodium pentaborate. The response to Item b of RAI 06.02.02-9
suggests the suppression pool pH-temperature-time profile may not have been calculated to
determine, for example, the maximum pH and corresponding corrosion rate expected for
aluminum. In your response, please address the materials that may be in containment and have
been shown to form chemical precipitates, such as aluminum, calcium (e.g., from concrete), and
silicon.

RESPONSE:

In the original response to RAI 06.02.02-11 provided in STPNOC Letter No. U7-C-STP-NRC-
090226, dated December 21, 2009, it was stated that STPNOC is preparing a calculation of the
maximum surface area of "latent" aluminum that could be in the suppression pool, corrode, and
then dissolve over the 30-day post-LOCA period, and still remain in solution in the suppression
pool (i.e., not form precipitates). That calculation has been completed. The calculation used
aluminum dissolution rates from the NRC contractor (Argonne National Laboratories) test report,
"Aluminum Solubility in Boron-Containing Solution as a Function of pH and Temperature,"
ADAMS accession Number ML091610696 dated September 19, 2008.

From DCD Tier 2 Section 31.3.2.3, reactor water pH for the design basis LOCAs inside primary
containment range from a pH of 5.3 to 8.9. For aluminum dissolution and precipitationthese
bounding values of pH, the normal pH of 7.0, and an intermediate pH of 6.0, coupled with the
temperature profile over the 30-day post-LOCA period, produced the following maximum
surface areas of aluminum that would stay in solution and not form precipitates:

pH: 8.9 7.0 6.0 5.3
sq. ft. aluminum: 3000 138 20 4.5

The results show that for the most conservative assumptions for pH, latent aluminum surface
area up to 4.5 square feet can be present for the 30 day post-LOCA period, and the resulting
dissolved aluminum would stay in solution and not form precipitates.

This supplemental response provides a COLA markup, which is shown below. Changes from
Rev. 3 of the COLA are shown with gray shading.
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6C.3 RG 1.82 Improvement
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RAI 15.08-3:

QUESTION:

The applicant identified the change to FSAR Figure 15A-29 as an administrative change. The
suppression pool temperature set point for the automatic initiation of RHR is changed from 38
degrees C to 35 degrees C. Provide justification for this change.

RESPONSE:

ABWR DCD Tier 2, Subsection 6.2.1.1 discusses the analyzed response of the Reactor Coolant
System and the Containment System during the short-term blowdown period of the Feedwater
Line Break accident. The analysis assumes a Suppression Pool operating and wetwell airspace
initial temperature of 35°C. The service water temperature is conservatively assumed at 35°C to
maximize the suppression pool water temperature. Also, Technical Specification (TS) LCO
3.6.2.1 a specifies that the Suppression Pool average temperature shall be < 35°C when thermal
power is > 1% RTP, and no testing that adds heat to the Suppression Pool is being performed.
Because of this, the change from 38°C to 35°C was considered an administrative departure
(STD DEP Admin) to align the figure with the analysis and TS requirements for consistency.

The ABWR is unique with respect to other BWRs because it is designed with an automatic start
of Suppression Pool cooling. This design provision is an operator aid, a back-up for operator
manual action to start the Suppression Pool cooling, and is not directly credited in the analysis.
Because the design includes an alarm at 35°C,, a TS requirement of< 35°C, and operator
capability to initiate cooling, the change from 38°C to 35°C should not have been made.
Therefore, the automatic start of Suppression Pool cooling will remain at 38°C as shown on
DCD Figure 15A-29.

STP 3 & 4 COLA Revision 3 will be revised as shown below.
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